Interface states in a 1-D photonic crystal heterostructure with multiple interfaces are examined. The heterostructure is a periodic network consisting of two different photonic crystals. In addition, the two crystals themselves are periodic, with one being made of alternating binary layers and the other being a quaternary crystal with a tunable layer. The second crystal can thus be smoothly transformed from one binary crystal to another. All individual photonic crystals in the superstructure have symmetric unit cells, as well as identical periods and optical path lengths. Therefore, as the tunable layer in the quaternary crystal expands, other layers will shrink. It is found that the behavior of the localized modes in the band gaps is dependent on whether there is an even or odd number of interfaces in the heterostructure. With certain sequences of all dielectric photonic crystals, topological states are shown to split in two, whereas for other heterostructures they are shown to vanish. Additional resonant modes appear depending on how many crystals are in the heterostructure. If the tunable layer is frequency dependent, the band gap can still support topological/resonant modes with some band gaps even supporting two separate groups.
I. INTRODUCTION
A photonic crystal (PC) is a periodic array of dielectrics and/or conductors used to scatter light [1, 2] . In a similar manner to how semiconductors control the passage of electrons, PCs possess passbands which allow photons in certain frequency ranges to propogate through the crystal and photonic band gaps (PBGs), which inhibit photon flow, producing regions of suppressed transmission. The existence of these pass and stop bands are governed by Bloch's Thereom. Photonic heterostructure devices are comprised of multiple periodic components that can produce transmission properties and field localization not seen in isolated crystals [3, 4] . Heterostructures with a single PC interface have been extensively studied. Examples of localized behavior are the surface or interface modes, also known as optical Tamm [5] states (OTSs). These modes can exist at a boundary only if their field amplitudes decay away as the distance from the boundary increases in either direction. This means the wavevectors must be imaginary. In the case of a PC, this occurs if the mode is trying to travel through a PBG. These modes have been found in a variety of photonic structures including 1-D [6] [7] [8] [9] and 2-D [10] PC interfaces, air-PC surfaces at oblique angles [11] , and PCs bordering media with a graded refractive index [12] . Tamm states have also been investigated in various systems containing a PC with a tunable cap layer adjacent to a uniform medium. Examples include PCs containing superconducting layers [13] , systems containing metamaterials, both the PC layers [14, 15] and the uniform medium [16] , and systems with liquid crystal [17] and chiral [18] cap layers. Note that in Ref. [11] , despite the PC being adjacent to a uniform medium with positive dielectric constant, surface modes can still form due to total internal reflection. The component of the wavevector parallel to the boundary, k , is large enough to cause the normal component, k ⊥ to become imaginary.
A varient of OTSs are the Tamm plasmon-polaritons (TPP) formed at a boundary between a metal and a PC [19] [20] [21] .
In order for a TPP to form, the condition,
must be satisfied. The reflection coefficent r metal describes the amplitude of the electric field, incident from the PC side of the interface, reflecting off the metallic surface. In the same manner, r PC describes the electric field amplitude from a wave incident from the metallic side reflecting off the PC surface of the interface. In the case described in Ref. [19] , the TPP is excited at a frequency below the plasma frequency of the metal, implying that r metal = −1. Therefore, to ensure that Eq. 2 remains satisifed, r PC = −1, implying that the higher index material in the PC should be adjacent to the metal. In Ref. [20] , the plasmon is produced above the plasma frequency. Since the permittivity of the metal is now positive, r metal flips sign. For the state to exist now, the sign of r PC must also flip, meaning that, in the PC, the low index material is adjacent to the material. Similar to Ref. [11] , the state is supported on the metallic side by total internal reflection. If an interface is generated between two PCs with symmetric unit cells, localized states at the boundary can form that are governed by the bulk band structure of the two crystals. These states are referred to as topological interface states. Xiao et.al. [22] showed that their existence in a PBG can be predicted by ensuring that the imaginary parts of the surface impedances for the two crystals sum to zero in the selected gap. Their work established a relation between the sign of the impedance Z for a PBG and sum of all Zak [23] phases, θ zak m , below the gap, where m denote the (isolated) bands,
In Eq. (3), n is the PBG where the impedance is calculated and l denotes the number of points where two bands cross below band gap n. Due to the PC unit cells possessing inversion symmetry, all Zak phases can only take on the values of π or 0 [23] , and thus provide a useful measure for identifying topological states. Band gap n contains a topological state if Z L + Z R = 0, where the subscripts indicate the PCs to the left/right of the interface. Through control of θ zak m , topological states have been demonstrated in both 1-D [24, 25] and 2-D [26] systems. Heterostructures with multiple PC/PC or PC/metallic interfaces have more degrees of freedom due to the increased number of tunable parameters, as compared to a single interface system, leading to a much richer display of resonant states. Through the control of parameters within the heterostructure, several examples of coupling between resonant states have been demenstrated [21, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . As an extension to the work in Ref. [32] , the behavior of interface states is investigated in a heterostructure consisting of alternating binary and quaternary PCs. If the number of binary and quaternary crystals in the stucture are the same, then there is an odd number of interfaces. In this case if the first PC in the heterostructure is binary (quaternary), then, after the alternating pattern, the last will be quaternary (binary). The orginal topological state from the two crystal hetrostructure remains but is now accompanied by a sequence of resonant states on either side. The total number of states, including the original, is equal to the number of interfaces. For an even number of interfaces, there are two possible configurations. One possibility is to have the first and last PC of the structure be binary. In this case, it is found that the orginal topological state vanishes while the resonant states remain. The other case is to have the first and last crystals be quaternary. With only a single binary PC sandwiched between two quaternary PCs, the topological state splits. If more layers are added in this scenario, keeping the two ends quaternary, the split state is joined by resonant states.
II. METHODS
Our work was conducted using transfer matrix method (TMM) [33] . Keeping with Ref. [32] , all variables are made dimensionless for convenience. The lengths of the individual PC layers, l i , are scaled to the unit cell period, Λ: d i = l i /Λ and are such that Λ and the optical path, Γ, for a unit cell are constant. In the heterostructure, shown as the middle image in Fig. 1 , the periods for all the individual PCs are equal, as are the optical paths. The binary PCs are the gray regions and the quaternary PCs are the light blue regions. Since there is no fixed length scale, we set γ = Γ/Λ. For the quaternary PC, shown at the top of Fig. 1 , the widths of layers A, in green, and B, in blue, can be expressed in terms of a free parameter, the width of the introduced layer, d C , in orange, [32] ,
Note that d C can only take on values in which both Eqs. (4) and (5) are non-negative. When d C reaches its maximum, the quaternary PC will become binary again, but with configuration, ...CBCBC..., if d A tends to zero, or, ...ACACA..., if d B tends to zero. For the special case, γ = n C , both d A and d B will be zero when d C reaches its maximum; this will result in a uniform layer C. The lengths of the layers in the binary PC, displayed at the bottom of Fig. 1 , are simply Eqs. (4) and (5) but with d C = 0 and thus do not change. The index of refraction of layer j is n 2 j = j µ j , where j and µ j are the (relative) permitivites and permeabilites. In the binary and quaternary crystals, the n A 's are the same and the n B 's are the same, although n A = n B [32].
For the system described in Fig. 1 , we only consider an electric field incident from the left, E 1+ . The reflected field is E 1− and the field that is transmitted through the entire structure is E (N +1)+ . To compute the transmission spectra for the system, first we must construct the transfer matrix, M , from the individual interface matrices, I j , and propagation matrices, P j , where the index, j, specifies the layer in question [34] ,
FIG. 1: Schematic of PCs and overall heterostructure. The heterostructure is displayed in the middle as repeating light grey and blue "slabs". Each of these "slabs" represent entire photonic crystals. The grey slabs represent binary PCs, displayed at the bottom. In the bottom diagram, dark green is layer A and dark blue is layer B. The vertical dashed lines and double arrow show one unit cell. The primes indicate that the individual layer lengths are different from those of the quaternary PC. Note that the PC is capped on both sides with a half-width of layer A, making the unit cells symmetric. The top diagram shows the quaternary PC, which is represented in the middle picture as the light blue regions. In the quaternary PC, layers A and B are the same material as in the binary crystal. Layer C is orange. As in the binary case, the symmetric unit cell is displayed by the double arrow.
where r j and τ j are the reflection and transmission coeffiecents, respectively,
In scaled variables, the phase argument, ik j l j becomes 2πin j d j ξ. The frequency, f , becomes ξ = f Λ/c 0 , where c 0 is the speed of light in vacuum. The incident and scattered field are related by,
where,
The transmitted power is calculated via,
In our first investigation, all layers of the heterostructures are assumed to be lossless dielectrics with no material dispersion. For both the binary and quaternary PCs, A = 6, B = µ A = µ B = 1. In the quaternary PC, C = 3 and µ C = 1. For simplicity, all PCs are given the same number of unit cells,N Λ , periods and optical paths. In the following systems, N Λ = 4 and γ = 1.5. With d C as a free parameter, d A and d B of the quaternary PC are described by Eqs. 4 & 5. Since the physics of interface states is valid in any PBG, we will restrict ourselves to the 3 rd one since this is the lowest gap that produces such states with the described parameters. For convience, when describing individual PCs of the heterostructures, we will use b for binary PC and q for quaternary PC.
Transmission through the heterosturcture depends on the specific configuration of the binary and quaternary PCs. In both cases, the number of interfaces from left to right is 2, 4, and 6. Since there is an even number of interfaces in the heterostructure, a single topologial peak ( Fig. 2(g) ) is absent, even though Eq. 3 states that there is a change in the sign of surface impedance between the binary and quaternary components as d C increases from 0 to 0.341. For the transmission maps in the top row, the heterostructure has the form bqb, bqbqb and bqbqbqb. It can be seen that the state in a single interface system splits into two sets of resonances, with one set below the original frequency and the other above. At d C = 0, all these states exist as pass band modes; however, as d C increases, they begin to wander into the band gap. As these resonant states appear at all values of d C , they are not topological in nature, although after the impedance for the quaternary layers flips sign (see Eq. 3), they appear to cluster together and move in a similar manner to the topological state in the single binary-quaternary interface heterostructure. The transmission for all these states remains at unity for all values of d C .
When the heterostructure changes from bqb to bqbqb, the two states themselves split into pairs such that these pairs ( Fig. 2(b) ) each have a higher and lower frequency state relative to their respective states in Fig. 2(a) . This splitting is illustrated in Fig. 3 . A horizontal slice of Fig. 2(b) at d C = 0.25 is considered, except now the states are plotted for varying thickness of the middle cystral. Each binary and quaternary represent 4 unit cells; b/2 represents 2 unit cells. In Fig. 3(a) , we see two distant edge states (blue) in the absence of a middle b: bqqb. To see the two interface states, though, we must zoom into the cluttered middle region. These interface states are clearly seen in Fig. 3(b) . When two binary unit cells are inserted in the center of the structure (bq(b/2)qb), there is now strong coupling between the two central states and the two edge states. The edge states rapidly move toward the central region. Inserting another two binary unit cells produces the familiar structure bqbqb and the black transmission profile. Doubling the central region causes coupling of the states in each pair to weaken due to the increased distance bewteen the interface pairs bqb. This is seen in the magenta curve as the four peaks mostly merge into two, recovering Fig. 2(a) at d C = 0.25. There is also a new pair of edge states in Fig. 3(a) .
An important change occurs in the transmission behavior as d C increases if the sandwiching layers are quaternary. In Fig. 2(d) , the heterostructure is qbq and a topological state is observed in the upper half of the map; however, it splits into two seperate peaks since there are two interfaces. With additional layers, the structure becomes qbqbq and qbqbqbq, shown in Fig. 2 (e) and Fig. 2(f) respectively. Here the split topological state is strattled by resonant states that behave similarily to those described in Fig. 3 . To help understand why the topological state appears in the qb...bq but not the bq...qb configuration, it is helpful to examine the behavior of the band at small d C . Recall that when Eq. 3 produces opposite signs for the isolated quaternary and binary PCs, the number of resonant states in the middle of the PBG must be equal to the number of interfaces in the composite heterostructure. For bq...qb, all the states remain separate (i.e. states do not merge). For example, let's consider Fig. 2(c) . Since there are 6 interfaces, the 6 states that enter the band gap are the 3 closest pass band states on either side of the gap. Compare this to Fig. 2(f) , where only the two closest states on either side of the PBG wander into the gap when d C increases from 0. The third closest states to the PBG are seen merging and disappearing with other states in adjacent bands on the far left and far right of the map. As d C continues to increase, there are temporarily only 4 states. Therefore in order to have a total of 6 states, the split topological state must appear after the phase transition.
When the two endlayers are different, we get the sequence bq...bq. Figs. 2(g)-2(i) are bq, bqbq, and bqbqbq respectively. Since there are now an equal number of binary and quaternary crystals in the structure, there are an odd number of interfaces and reversing the order of the components (bq → qb) will not change the transmission. Fig. 2(g) is the familiar single topological state from heterostruture bq. For Fig. 2 (h) & 2(i), the addition of bq layers produces resonant states that behave like those discussed previously. 
In our second investigation, layer C is given a permittivity with frequency dependence, in accordance with the Drude model of dispersion,
where ξ p and g are the dimensionless plasma and collision frequencies. Eq. 13 is plotted in Fig. 4 with plasma frequency ξ p = 2 and negligible collision frequency g = 10 −10 . Therefore, layer C acts as a metal. Layers A and B remain unchanged. Since the optical path in metal is not constant with frequency, the layer width defined in Eqs. 4 & 5 are given simplier forms,
Now, γ is only relevant when defining the layer widths before the metal is introduced. As d C increases, the band gap closing points are skewed towards higher frequencies due to the behavior of Eqs. 14 & 15 . As a concequence of this, toppological states in a single interface bq system do not start and terminate at the closing points nor are they positioned near the center of the gap. An example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5(a) , the transmission map is plotted around ξ = 2. The metallic layer, d C , follows the behavior in Fig. 4 . Note that we can have a case where one gap (top center) can support two states. The left state is much sharper than the right one. Also worth noting is that the two center states appear to cross the plasma frequency of the metallic layer without anything unusual happening. This is acceptable because the effective plasma frequency of the entire heterostructure is much lower than the plasma frequency of the metallic inclusion, so the effective permittivity of the heterosructure is positive in the region of these states [35] . This means that all visible gaps in Fig. 5 (a) are classifed as PBGs. There are also two distinct groups of Fabrey-Perot resonances. The brighter, more slanted triplets that largely encase the PBGs are caused by coupling among the 3 interfaces of the four unit cells in the quaternary PC. There is also a fainter vertical triplet of resonances between about 1.72 < ξ < 1.9, that is caused by the three interfaces in the binary PC. As d C increases, the leftmost topological state eventually appears to turn into one of these resonances and the rightmost of these states breaks away to become the top-center topological state. The equation Im(Z b + Z q ) = 0 is plotted in Fig. 5(b) , showing the exact location of those five topological states. As in the all dielectric case, when there are multiple binary/quaternary interfaces, topological states can split; however, the split states are much closer together, meaning that they are more difficult to resolve. Transmission maps for the qbq and bqb configurations are displayed in Fig. 6 . While they look very similar to each other and to the single interface system, some subtleties can be pointed out. Resonances in the qbq system are much sharper compared to those in bqb. Also the splitting can be seen, although it is more pronounced in qbq. Cross sections of the lower center topological state for d C = 0.1 are shown in both structures in Fig. 7 as the number of interface increases. In Fig. 7(a) , the transmission is shown for a heterostructures sandwiched between two quaternary PCs. As the number of interfaces increases, each split state itself divides such that the total number equals the number of interfaces. Fig. 7(b) zooms into the left cluster of states. If the heterostructure is bounded by binary PCs, shown in Fig. 7(c) , the two central split states appear much closer together. As the number of interfaces increases these two eventually merge and the resultant peak decreases. In the plot, this occurs for six interfaces (bqbqbqb).This makes it appear that there is a missing state; however, similar to the all dielectric heterostructures qb...bq (Figs. 2(d) -2(f)), this merging occurs at lower values of d C as the number of interfaces increases. Therefore if the transmission cross section was taken for, say, d C = 0.08 rather than for d C = 0.1, then the central peak for structure bqbqbqb would instead appear as a small doublet, bringing the total number of states to six.
To help understand what is happening within the heterostructure, it is benefical to compare the optical system to the more familar 1D coupled harmonic oscillator, shown in Fig. 8 . The interfaces between the individual PCs act as identical masses and the PCs themselves can be thought of as the spring constants. Since there are two different PCs, two distinct spring constants are used. In this example, the constant k corresponds to the binary PC while κ corresponds to the quaternary PC or vice virsa. The topological state will split into a number of states corresponding to the number of interfaces. With an even number of interfaces, the central state vanishes and splits such that half are above the original frequency and half are below. Using this analogy with two interfaces, the lower of the two states is the symmetric state while the higher one is the antisymmetric state [36] . With an odd number of interfaces, the central state still splits as in the even case except now the original state remains.This splitting is shown in Fig. 9 . Overall, the original and split frequencies can be related by an average,
where N is the number of PCs in the entire structure and the index, i, is summed through all frequencies after the splitting. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have described the evolution of resonant states in a photonic heterostructure composed of alternating binary and quaternary inversion symmetric photonic crystals as the quaternary crystal transforms from one binary to another. This was done by making the tunable layer in the quaternary crystal a free parameter. Two different heterostructures were given, one in which all components were dielectrics and one in which the free parameter was frequency dependent. For the all dielectric case, as shown in Fig. 2 , the maximum number of resonant states in a PBG is equal to the number of PC interfaces for all configurations shown. All configurations (except Figs. 2(d) and 2(g)) possess resonances that started as pass band states for d C = 0, but the central topological state can vanish, split in two, or remain intact, depending on if the heterostructure is bq...qb, qb...bq, or bq...bq respectively. In Fig. 6 , it was shown that if the additional layer in the quaternary PC has frequency dependence, some of the split modes can become much more compressed and difficult to resolve, more so for bqb than qbq. Without a constant optical path, the topological states in Figs. 5 and 6 do not start and end at PBG closing points, but rather on the edges. These results show that it is possible to generate sequences of resonant states in a binary-quaternary PC heterostructure solely through the manipulation of the geometry of a heterostructure. The fabrication of such a structure could be useful for filtering applications.
